
Cllr. Jamie Paul's July Update

Outwood Lane should be reopening to traffic on 2 August and the 
B2033 to Leatherhead by 16 August. The SES works will continue along 
Headley Common Road and won't be finished until sometime in 2020. 
However, as the road is wide enough there shouldn't be any road 
closures but temporary traffic lights instead. This will probably 
cause delays in rush hour but nothing like as bad as it has been 
with the road closure on Tot Hill.
Incidentally minor works have been taking place on the A217 which 
should be completed or near to completion - Bob Gardner aware of the 
terrible road surface, particularly where the traffic lights are in 
Lower Kingswood and Chipstead roundabout. 

I am a sub on planning and on the employment committee and am a 
member of the New Governance Task Force and the Budget Advisory 
Working Group where I shall be shadowing the leader of the council, 
Cllr Brunt and Cllr Lewanski who deals with corporate governance. We 
had a very interesting meeting with the finance portfolio holder and 
the very impressive acting head of finance at the town hall, Pat 
Main. 

There seems to be three empty units along Walton Street which is 
very disappointing and probably owing to lack of footfall. Tadworth 
on the other hand has plenty of units opening up in the near future 
including the coffee shop which will be great for commuters. Very 
early days but potentially some interest in taking over the former 
florists too with a new one.

Fidelity a very sensitive issue at the moment in Lower Kingswood 
amongst its residents. Was at an informal residents' meeting to 
discuss a way forward on Thursday night, chaired by Rod Ashford, 
where I took the minutes. Fidelity can be brought to the table for 
some sort of compromise but only if enough residents make logical 
and clear objections and don't just raise concerns and moan about 
things. This will remain ongoing for some time. 

Jamie


